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Ultima Worlds Online: Origin (146)
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NES (Famicom) Games You Will Never Play (154)
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Dinosaur Legend (Kyouyuu Densetsu) (156)
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SNES, MegaDrive (Genesis) Games You Will Never Play (183)
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Albert Odyssey Gaiden (186)
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Dream: Land of Giants (187)
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Sega 32X / Mega CD Games You Will Never Play (209)
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Virtua Fighter RPG (Sentinel) (242)

Playstation Games You Will Never Play (245)
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Lufia 3: Ruins Chaser (247)
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PowerSlave 2 (Exhumed 2) (251)
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Nintendo 64 Games You Will Never Play (271)
64 Wars (273)
Blades of Passage (273)
Bionix 64 (275)
Cabbage (276)
Caldrons (277)
Conker's Quest (Twelve Tales) (277)
Desert Island 64 (280)
Die Hard 64 (281)
Dinosaur Planet (283)
Freak Boy (285)
Jack and the Beanstalk (288)
Mini Racers (290)
Mother 3 (291)
Rev Limit (293)
RiQa (294)
Robotech Crystal Dreams (297)
Viewpoint 2064 (299)
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**Hasbro VR Games You Will Never Play (301)**
Shatterman (303)

**Panasonic M2 Games You Will Never Play (305)**
First Person Shooter (306)
Power Crystal (307)

**Game.com Games You Will Never Play (309)**
Metal Gear Solid (310)
Castlevania: Symphony Of The Night (310)

**Dreamcast Games You Will Never Play (311)**
Agarth (313)
Castlevania: Resurrection (314)
Chakan (315)
Geist Force (317)
Little Dream (319)
Propeller Arena (320)
Ringman (322)
Street of Rage 4 (323)
Take The Bullet (323)
Thunder Force VI (325)
Type X: Spiral Nightmare (325)

**Game Boy Advance Games You Will Never Play (327)**
Battlloon (328)
Battletoads (328)
Flashback Legends (329)
I-Ninja (330)
Luna Blaze (332)
Pirate Battle (332)
Sword of Sia: Lady Sia 2 (333)
Urban Reflex (334)

**Nintendo DS Games You Will Never Play (336)**
A Boy and His Blob (337)
Fantasy Life (337)
Gauntlet (338)
Halo DS (340)
Moonlight Fables (341)
Obscure: Dark Aura (342)
Space Agency (345)
Toejam & Earl 4 (346)

**GameCube, Playstation 2, Xbox Games You Will Never Play (347)**
1906: An Antarctic Odyssey (349)
Action Adventure (351)
Agent (352)
B.C. (353)
Banjo X (355)
Banjo-Kazooie (356)
Citizen Zero (Big World) (357)
Crank The Weasel (359)
Dead Phoenix (361)
Denset (362)
Donkey Kong Racing (364)
Duke Nukem: D-Day (365)
Fear Effect Inferno (366)
Fighting Force 3 (367)
Final Fighet: Seven Sons (368)
Game Zero (369)
Gex 4 (372)
Kirby Adventure (373)
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Oikmik 2 Nomad Soul Exodus (376)
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Picasso (384)
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The Magical Ninja: Jiraya Kenzan (390)
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True Fantasy Live Online (392)
Twisted Metal Black 2: Harbor City (394)
UNITY (395)
Bucylo 5 (The Bumbling 5) (397)
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Makai Wars (405)
Resident Evil Portable (406)
Saints Row: Undercover (407)
The Elder Scrolls Travels: Oblivion (408)
Ushiro (410)

**Arcades Games You Will Never Play (411)**
Capcom Fighting All-Stars (413)
Clockwork Aquario (414)
Gun Beat (415)
Psy-Phi (416)
Twinkle Star Sprites 2 (417)

**Will Games You Will Never Play (418)**
Cosmic Walker (419)
Jet Set Radio (420)
Kid Icarus (421)
Knights Wars (422)
Mario Spikers (423)
Project HAMMER (425)
Sadness (427)
Wave Race Wii (428)
Winter (429)

**Playstation 3, Xbox 360 Games You Will Never Play (431)**
Aliens RPG: Crucible (432)
Animal Wars (433)
Banjo-Karting (435)
 Catacombs (436)
 Dangerous Party (437)
 Dwarves (437)
 Faith and a .45 (439)
 Fifth Phantom Saga (441)
 Final Fantasy Fortress (442)
 Freelancer 2 (444)
 Halo MMO (445)
 Heavenly Sword 2 (446)
 Kameo 2 (448)
 Kurayami (449)
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 Legacy of Kain: Dead Sun (454)
 Megaman Universe (456)
 Perfect Dark Core (457)
 Prey 2 (458)
 Sabreman Stampede (460)
 Star Wars Battlefront 3 (462)
 Strelka Stories (462)
 Timesplitters 4 (465)
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